


Bonus NFuerza Mentors
Prize 28,500 rubles
In order to qualify you must comply with the following requirements:

TERMS

1- You must have a valid Independent Distribution and Promotion Agreement with the company OOO 

Omnilife, which must remain valid for the duration of the qualification period(s).

2- These terms will apply from April 1st to 31st June of 2017; for each monthly period, Leaders who have 

not previously participated and won the prize are eligible to participate.

3- The present bonus is limited to one prize per Distribution and Promotion Agreement.

4- You need at least 3 first level young leaders to win the NFuerza Bonus in the first trimester. 

5- For each monthly period you will have to reach at least 2,400 personal points.

6- Points valid to qualify for this bonus will be those bought and resold exclusively in Russian territory. 

7- Points may not be accumulated or transferred for participation in any other Bonuses, 

contests/incentives, Trip or event; in other words, the points used to qualify will have to be different than 

those you are using to qualify for other Bonuses, Contests/Incentives, Trips or events.

8- Points obtained through online purchases promotions won’t apply for this bonus.

9- It’s important that you take into account the closing days for each period as the points generated will 

only be counted for the requested period. 

10- Any evidence of the manipulation of points, modification of records and/or other documents, producing 

incorrect information, or any other irregular practices employed in order to qualify for this bonus, will be 

cause for automatic disqualification without possibility for review, with Omnilife being exempt from any 

responsibility.



PURCHASES

11- Purchases must be paid in full at the expense of the title holder of the Independent Distribution and 

Promotion Agreement and/or the Co-Leader. Any type of financing by third parties or anybody not explicitly 

mentioned in this point is prohibited.

12- The resources used to participate in this present bonus must come from licit activities of the Leader 

and/or Co-Leader.

TAXES

13- Since the Leader is the owner of his/her own business and the only one liable for the payment of 

his/her taxes, the winners of this bonus will be lawfully obliged to declare any corresponding amounts, 

taking into account deductions to be made to the total amount of the bonus, in accordance with applicable 

taxation systems. 

14- Omnilife will grant the bonuses to those Leaders who qualify 30 calendar days following the 

announcement of winners, provided that they meet the requirements herein specified and those 

requested by the Multidevelopment Payment Department.   



FINAL DISPOSITIONS
1- Omnilife will conduct the screening process and then publish the list of winners in any of its official media. 
If a participating Leader or Co-Leader have any comments or complaints, he or she must make them known 
within 30 calendar days of the publication of the information; after this period, there may be no further 
objections.

2- In the instance there may be any doubt or concern to clarify with the Leader and/or Co-Leader, Omnilife will 
inquire directly and will solely consider as valid the first statement provided.   

3- If you automatically meet all the aforementioned requirements beforehand, Omnilife will admit you as a 
participant for the present bonus; it should be noted that as a Leader you are not forced to take part in this 
bonus hence, if you decide not to participate, you will have to notify Omnilife in writing. On the other hand, if you 
do decide to participate, you explicitly agree to follow the rules stipulated in these terms and you will be obliged 
to abide to them. You will also have to follow the rules established in the Independent Distribution and 
Promotion Agreement, Omnilife Leader’s Manual and the Ethics policies specified in said documents. In the 
event that you, the Leader, or your Co-Leader commit any irregularity referenced in those documents, both of 
you will be immediately disqualified without possibility for review. Omnilife reserves the right to deactivate or 
terminate the Distribution and Promotion Agreement.

4- These terms apply strictly and exclusively to the “NFuerza Mentors” Bonus. For all matters not 
contemplated herein, the contest will be governed by the dispositions established in the Omnilife Leader’s 
Manual and in the Independent Distribution and Promotion Agreement, documents that regulate the 
contractual relationship between Omnilife and the Leader, as well as by the legal dispositions applicable in the 
country. The breach of said dispositions will be cause for the immediate and automatic disqualification of the 
Distributor without possibility for review.

5- In the event that any of the participating Leaders and/or Co-Leaders have any type of conflict of interest with 
Omnilife or any of its affiliates, subsidiaries, holding companies, etc, Omnilife will reserve the right to approve 
the Leaders’s participation in this Bonus, depending on the nature of the conflict in particular. 

6- The deactivation or cancellation of the Independent Distribution and Promotion Agreement for any reason 
entails the immediate disqualification from the present bonus.

7- Omnilife reserves the right to modify at its own discretion the present terms and requirements or cancel this 
bonus without prior notice. (In the event of any modification or cancellation these terms will be updated in the 
official Omnilife webpage and in all the Distribution Centers).  

If you have any questions regarding this bonus, call the Distributor Support at  +7  800 234 81 90 – free of charge 
from any region, +7  495 734 81 90 - free of charge from Moscow  or send an e-mail to creo@omnilife.com

Moscow. April 7th, 2017.


